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redevelopment of the Rec Club was taken by the
Trustees of The King George V Playing Fields
when plans to build a new village hall on land
adjacent to the Rec Club and tennis courts were
halted through lack of funding despite the huge
efforts of those involved.
Trustees chairman Les Owen said that the
trustees believe this plan provides “a once-in-ageneration opportunity to develop a much needed
modern facility in the heart of the village that
will be of benefit not just to sports players, young
and old, but to all the village.” The trustees believe
the plans also complement the work being done to
restore the War Memorial Hall to full use.

PLANS to rebuild Congresbury’s Recreation Club
pavilion have been submitted to North Somerset
planners.
The plans involve a two-storey building on the
same footprint as the existing club which is now 60
years old and in a poor state of repair.
These revised plans follow feedback from both
North Somerset planners and the England and
Wales Cricket Board (ECB) to initial pre-planning
submissions made in November 2021.
The ECB supports a two-storey building with a
viewing balcony
because
of the
constraints
of the
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The ground floor (see plan above) accommodates the social and indoor recreational elements of the club
through a multi-functional open space that can be divided into separate lounge and sports bars. This provides
the opportunity for two independent spaces that both have access to the bar and dedicated toilets, allowing
private events and club usage to take place simultaneously. In addition to the bar areas are ancillary spaces for
storage, kitchen and plant rooms along with a vertical core including a lift that provide access to the first-floor
sports facilities.
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The cricket changing rooms are located overlooking the
pitch with direct access to a balcony area that provides
a viewing platform for players. The tennis club room is
located at the northeast corner of the building allowing
for views over the existing courts as well as the area
of the playing field where potential additional sports
and recreational activities may take place. The tennis
changing facilities would also act as additional flexible
changing rooms when required to further the ability for
the club to host junior and women’s cricket.
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Acoustic
THE revised proposal maintains the key
principles
following the recreation
two-storey option
The replacement
club will be built to modern
0
previously
submitted. However, following
standards which will provide a significant improvement
feedback, the roof-scape has been changed to
gable-ends.
This acoustic
has been done
so that our
regarding
performance
because of elements
proposal responds more Existing
sensitively and
such as double-glazed
windows and a sufficiently
Ridgeof surrounding
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houses
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western elevation, allowing it to feel more
This is also supported by the design of
lightweight, open, and inviting to the members of
building having a blank elevation to the south
the cricket club.
where the club is closest to the neighbouring
residential properties. The only opening to the
south elevation is the principal entrance to the
building but this opens into an internal lobby
that will act as an acoustic buffer between the
bar areas and the outside.
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Full details
Existingof the application can be
Eaves
found on
North Somerset’s planning
portal. The reference number will be
circulated once it is available.
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